HEAR NOW PARIS

Date/Time
Date(s) - Dec 02 - Dec 04
All Day

Location

December the 2nd and the 3rd at 7:00 pm
December the 4th at 4:00 pm

American composer and musical director Hugh Levick inaugurates a festival of contemporary American chamber music, Hear Now Paris, featuring work from Los Angeles-based composers including Esa-Pekka Salonen, Thomas Adès, Ted Hearne, Julia Adolphe, Anne LeBaron, Jeffrey Holmes and Adam Schoenberg, among others. The music of Hear Now Paris will be performed by internationally renowned musicians such as the Quatuor Diotima, pianist Mark Robson, cellist Cecilia Tsan and bass baritone Nicolas Isherwood.
CONCERT 1  
(December 2, 2016)

Igor Stravinsky—THREE PIECES FOR STRING QUARTET

Julia Adolphe—VEIL OF LEAVES

Hugh Levick—SAXOPHONE for String Quartet

Arnold Schoenberg – STRING QUARTET No 4  
DIOTIMA string quartet

CONCERT 2  
(December 3, 2016)

Joseph Pereira—BLUR  
Anne-Sophie Le Rol—violin  
Manuel Vioque-Judde—viola  
Yan Levionnois—cello

Anne LeBaron—LOS MURMULLOS  
Mark Robson—piano

Gernot Wolfgang—DUAL IDENTITY  
Elisabeth Kissel—bassoon

Ted Hearne—VESSELS  
Anne-Sophie Le Rol—violin  
Manuel Vioque-Judde—viola  
Suzana Bartal—piano

Jack Van Zandt—TRANS FOR PIANO TRIO  
Anne-Sophie Le Rol—violin  
Yan Levionnois—cello  
Suzana Bartal—piano

Jason Heath—SHODO  
Cecilia Tsan—cello

Jeffrey Holmes—URDARMANA  
Mark Robson—piano  
Nicholas Isherwood—voice

Esa-Pekka Salonen—HOMUNCULUS  
DIOTIMA string quartet

CONCERT 3  
(December 4, 2016)

David Lefkowitz—INTER—MEZZO  
Suzana Bartal—piano
Thomas Ades—LIEUX RETROUVES
Cecilia Tsan—cello
Mark Robson—piano

William Kraft—TRANSUCENCIES
Mark Robson—piano

Liviu Marinescu—HARMONIC FIELD
Anne Sophie Neves—flute
Bruno Bonarsea—clarinet
Mathilde Lebert—oboe
Suzana Bartal—piano

David Lefkowitz—INTER—(INTER)—MEZZO
Suzana Bartal—piano

Joan Huang—MADRIGALS OF LI BAI
Yann Dubost—double bass
Suzana Bartal—piano

Elliot Goldkind—PLEASURE (TAROT 1)
Bruno Bonarsea—clarinet
Vincent Radix—trombone
Yan Levionnois—cello
Suzana Bartal—piano

Adam Schoenberg—GO
DIOTIMA string quartet

More info: http://www.hearnowmusicfestival.com/hear-now-paris/

20 euros for 1 concert*

SPECIAL OFFER: PASS 3 DAYS FOR ONLY 50€*

*Free for le Cercle members rsvp@monabismarck.org

In partnership with

The French-American Fund for Contemporary Music, a program of FACE
with major support from the Cultural Services of the French Embassy,
SACEM, Institut Français and The Florence Gould Foundation.